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Zoommy is a utility designed specifically for modern operating systems, especially Windows Vista/7/8/10, with an integrated magnifier. The program offers a variety of useful features including making screen shots, adjusting the contrast, brightness, and color of screen, as well as showing the color of a pixel. With the mouse pointing tool the
program shows the coordinates and the area being zoomed. Besides, the application is compatible with Windows startup. Download Zoommy 3.5.1.436 from our website! Zoommy Description: Zoommy is a utility designed specifically for modern operating systems, especially Windows Vista/7/8/10, with an integrated magnifier. The program

offers a variety of useful features including making screen shots, adjusting the contrast, brightness, and color of screen, as well as showing the color of a pixel. With the mouse pointing tool the program shows the coordinates and the area being zoomed. Besides, the application is compatible with Windows startup. Download Zoommy
3.5.1.436 from our website! [Link] [Link] [Link] [Link] [Link] [Link] [Link] [Link]

Zoommy PC/Windows [Updated] 2022

Magnifying the selected area of the screen. Replacement for MS Magnifier. The area of the screen is shown in the lens window with customizable magnification up to 20 times. The lens is controlled as easily as possible: a click on the Zoommy Crack Keygen icon in the tray shows the lens, another click hides it. A right click on the same icon
opens a menu with parameters. Each of them can be changed with one more click. Zoommy For Windows 10 Crack is a magnifier tool for the visually impaired. Using Zoommy Full Crack it is possible to adjust contrast, brightness, color mode: normal, inverse, black and white or gray gradations. The size of the lens is also customizable. Its

unique mode can slow down the mouse when the specified magnification level is used. This mode is automatically disabled when you hide the magnifier. The lens window shows the current magnification, proportionally magnified mouse pointer and its current coordinates. The pointer looks in a special way that will help to precisely determine
the actual position of the mouse pointer and also the color of the pixel the pointer is currently pointing to. The color of the pixel is in the RGB format (red, green and blue) and in the hexadecimal format. Zoommy can run in two modes: the lens follows the mouse pointer or is fixed in a certain position on the screen. It has a simple and

comfortable interface. If you want it, Zoommy can be automatically launched at Windows startup With this tool you will be able to see each and every detail. Moreover, unlike similar software, Zoommy's magnifying glass works for both zoom in and zoom out, allowing zooming from -4x to 30x. Thus, if you need to see a distant view of some
large image, it will also be of help. With Zoommy, you can quickly measure the size of the selected area in various units, including centimeters, inches, percent, etc. Another feature is that you can copy an image from the lens window to clipboard and save it to a file, i.e. you can make screenshots of zoomed objects. Zoommy also comes in
handy when you need to know the color of some pixel. The pixel color is shown in RGB, CMYK, HSV, Lab and in two hexadecimal formats. It can match the color of the pixel with one of the 'Web colors' which is especially convenient in web design. Zoommy is designed to provide users with maximum comfort and flexibility. The software has

the unique b7e8fdf5c8
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Magnifying the selected area of the screen. Replacement for MS Magnifier. The area of the screen is shown in the lens window with customizable magnification up to 20 times. The lens is controlled as easily as possible: a click on the Zoommy icon in the tray shows the lens, another click hides it. A right click on the same icon opens a menu
with parameters. Each of them can be changed with one more click. Zoommy is a magnifier tool for the visually impaired. Using Zoommy it is possible to adjust contrast, brightness, color mode: normal, inverse, black and white or gray gradations. The size of the lens is also customizable. Its unique mode can slow down the mouse when the
specified magnification level is used. This mode is automatically disabled when you hide the magnifier. The lens window shows the current magnification, proportionally magnified mouse pointer and its current coordinates. The pointer looks in a special way that will help to precisely determine the actual position of the mouse pointer and also
the color of the pixel the pointer is currently pointing to. The color of the pixel is in the RGB format (red, green and blue) and in the hexadecimal format. Zoommy can run in two modes: the lens follows the mouse pointer or is fixed in a certain position on the screen. It has a simple and comfortable interface. If you want it, Zoommy can be
automatically launched at Windows startup With this tool you will be able to see each and every detail. Moreover, unlike similar software, Zoommy's magnifying glass works for both zoom in and zoom out, allowing zooming from -4x to 30x. Thus, if you need to see a distant view of some large image, it will also be of help. With Zoommy, you
can quickly measure the size of the selected area in various units, including centimeters, inches, percent, etc. Another feature is that you can copy an image from the lens window to clipboard and save it to a file, i.e. you can make screenshots of zoomed objects. Zoommy also comes in handy when you need to know the color of some pixel.
The pixel color is shown in RGB, CMYK, HSV, Lab and in two hexadecimal formats. It can match the color of the pixel with one of the 'Web colors' which is especially convenient in web design. Zoommy is designed to provide users with maximum comfort and flexibility. The software has the unique

What's New In?

- 1000x, 1920x, 2560x, 40x, 160x and 320x magnification (user definable). - Automatic: Zoommy follows the mouse pointer. - Manual: Zoommy can be fixed anywhere on screen or follow the mouse pointer. - Left Click on the Zoommy icon in the system tray minimizes it to tray. - Mouse Scroll wheel zooms in and out with magnification. -
Mouse scroll wheel repositions Zoommy window. - Right Click on the Zoommy icon in the system tray displays a menu with parameters. - Scrollbar for lens position adjustment. - Scrollbar for area size. - Can be minimized to tray - Can be automatically started at Windows startup (tooltip displayed during startup). - Scale factors: 1x - 30x -
Zoom range: "-4x to 30x" - Zoom factor: 1x - 30x - Black and White mode: normal, inverse, black and white. - RGB color mode: normal, inverse, black and white, gray gradation. - Sixteen web colors. - Three color schemes: Crayola, Sun and Rain. - Lab color mode: normal, inverse, black and white. - Eighteen color schemes: see in supported
themes. - Supports table of colors. - Set and save x, y coordinates - Set and save color value of a pixel - Advanced zoom settings (zooming in and out, changing various settings etc) - Shadow, highlight adjustment with mouse scroll wheel (zooming in and out) - Slow mouse mode (zooming in and out) with a hotkey. - All images viewable in
whole area - Save zoomed screen images as JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF. - Image formats supported: JPEG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF. - JPG compression: up to 10x - PNG compression: up to 10x - GIF compression: up to 10x - TIFF compression: 4 to 20x - Color management settings - Magnification level: -4x to 30x - Pixel size and color mode: red,
green, blue, RGB, RGBCMYK, CMYKHSV, HSV, Lab, HSL. - Mouse scroll wheel magnification - Higher magnification with the mouse scroll wheel - Magnification can be limited to 0.1x -
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System Requirements For Zoommy:

Software and operating system requirements are listed on the download page for each build. You must accept the EULA to install the game. Lag is acceptable in this version of the game. To receive the new patch, please visit the link below and accept the update agreement. Greetings!We are pleased to announce the implementation of all of
the new features we've been working on for Game Update 2.2.Please see the patch notes for more information on all the changes included.The focus of this patch was to add in support
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